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Laine CM, Bailey EF. Common synaptic input to the human hypoglossal motor nucleus. J Neurophysiol 105: 380–387, 2011. First published November 17, 2010; doi:10.1152/jn.00766.2010. The tongue plays a key role in various volitional and automatic functions such as swallowing, maintenance of airway patency, and speech. Precisely how hypoglossal motor neurons, which control the tongue, receive and process their often concurrent input drives is a subject of ongoing research. We investigated common synaptic input to the hypoglossal motor nucleus by measuring the coordination of spike timing, firing rate, and oscillatory activity across motor units recorded from unilateral (i.e., within a belly) or bilateral (i.e., across both bellies) locations within the genioglossus (GG), the primary protractor muscle of the tongue. Simultaneously recorded pairs of motor units were obtained from 14 healthy adult volunteers using tungsten microelectrodes inserted percutaneously into the GG while the subjects were engaged in volitional tongue protrusion or rest breathing. Bilateral motor unit pairs showed concurrent low frequency alterations in firing rate (common drive) with no significant difference between tasks. Unilateral motor unit pairs showed significantly stronger common drive in the protrusion task compared with rest breathing, as well as higher indices of synchronous spiking (short-term synchrony). Common oscillatory input was assessed using coherence analysis and was observed in all conditions for frequencies up to ~5 Hz. Coherence at frequencies up to ~10 Hz was strongest in motor unit pairs recorded from the same GG belly in tongue protrusion. Taken together, our results suggest that cortical drive increases motor unit coordination within but not across GG bellies, while input drive during rest breathing is distributed uniformly to both bellies of the muscle.

INTRODUCTION

The tongue is a unique structure both with respect to its composition and its function. Its muscles are innervated by the hypoglossal nerve (cranial nerve XII) the cell bodies of which are located in the hypoglossal motor nucleus (HMN) of the caudal medulla. The HMN receives input from multiple sources, including the primary motor cortex and several brain stem central pattern generators related to critical functions such as chewing, swallowing and respiration (reviewed in Sawczuk and Mosier 2001).

Neurophysiological studies of the tongue have typically focused on its primary protractor muscle, the genioglossus (GG). The GG is composed of a right and left belly, each controlled by the ipsilateral HMN. Within each HMN, GG motor neurons receive projections from the contralateral primary motor cortex (Snell 1980) along with bilaterally distributed drive from respiration-related premotor neurons (Ezure and Tanaka 2006; Peever and Duffin 2001; Tarras-Wahberg and Rekling 2009).

The effect that synaptic input has on the output of a motor neuron pool (i.e., firing rates, burst patterns) varies as a function of the source of the input and its distribution onto the motor nucleus. Of particular interest is how different inputs form and organize groups of motor neurons in the pool to subserve a particular behavior. One means of assessing this in vivo is to examine the correlated activities of simultaneously active single motor units under a range of conditions (e.g., Datta and Stephens 1990; De Luca and Erim 1994; De Luca et al. 1982; Farmer et al. 1993; Rosenberg et al. 1989; Sears and Stagg 1976). Thus common fluctuations in firing rates and synchronous spiking among a population of motor neurons can be used to characterize the organization of different sources of synaptic input.

In the present study, we sought to characterize the strength and temporal patterns of correlated motor unit activity within and across bellies of the GG in rest breathing and voluntary tongue protrusion. This allowed us to compare automatic, brain-stem mediated control with voluntary control from the cortex. We predicted that in the rest breathing condition, we would measure a high degree of correlated activity in motor units recorded both from within and across bellies of the GG because respiratory drive to the HMN is bilaterally distributed. Conversely, because cortical premotor neurons that control the GG project to the contralateral HMN, we predicted that tongue protrusion would increase correlated activity between motor units within but not across bellies of the GG.

METHODS

Recordings were obtained from 14 (8 male, 6 female) healthy adult volunteers [mean body mass index (BMI) = 21.9 ± 2.3 (SD), mean age = 24.4 ± 3.5 yr]. All procedures were approved by the Human Subjects Committee at the University of Arizona, and all subjects gave informed consent prior to participation.

General procedures

For each subject, the depth to the inferior border of the GG muscle was determined using ultrasonography (Pro Sound 3500, Aloka, Tokyo, Japan) (Eastwood et al. 2003). Paired single motor unit recordings were obtained in rest breathing or volitional tongue protrusion. Each motor unit pair was recorded under one experimental condition. For rest breathing, subjects lay supine in a dental chair and were given no instructions other than to rest quietly with their eyes open. No audio or visual feedback was provided in this task. For volitional tongue protrusion, subjects sat upright in the dental chair and were instructed to slowly move the tongue forward toward the teeth until motor units were recruited. In this task, subjects were provided audio and/or visual feedback from one of the recorded units and asked to maintain a steady firing rate. In both tasks recordings were sustained for ~2 min (126 ± 55 s).
Electromyographic recordings

Single motor unit action potentials were recorded using tungsten needle electrodes (100 kΩ at 1 kHz, 1–5 μM tip diam., 250 μM shaft diam., Frederick Haer, Bowdoinham, ME) inserted percutaneously into the GG and referenced to surface electrodes on the mastoid process. A ground electrode was positioned on the right clavicle. Pairs of simultaneously recorded single motor units were obtained from one side of the GG (unilateral placement) or opposite sides of the GG (bilateral placement). Electrodes were positioned ∼1.0 cm from the midline and ∼2.0 cm from the other electrode. Electromyographic (EMG) signals were sampled at 33 kHz, amplified (20,000 times), and band-pass filtered from 0.3 to 3 kHz (Model 15 Grass Instruments, West Warwick, RI). The signals were acquired and stored using a Cambridge Electronic Design 1401 interface and Spike2 software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge UK).

Data analysis

Single motor unit action potentials were discriminated off-line in Spike2, using a template-matching algorithm based on waveform shape and amplitude. The results were checked by visual inspection and, where necessary, corrected manually. Indices of short-term synchrony and common drive were obtained for motor unit pairs using custom Spike2 scripts, and coherence analysis was carried out in Matlab 7.04 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA). For the purpose of comparison, the recordings were split into four groups according to each combination of electrode location (unilateral or bilateral) and task condition (protrusion or rest breathing). All statistical analyses were carried out in Matlab.

Details regarding the derivation and analysis of each measure of motor unit correlation are provided in the following text.

Common drive index

Concurrent fluctuations in the firing rates of motor units across a pool reflects a widespread common input drive that can be quantified using the method described by De Luca et al. (1982), herein referred to as the common drive index (CDI). Briefly, motor unit spike times were used to construct binary impulse trains (1 ms resolution), which were then convolved with a 400 ms Hann window and high-pass filtered (0.75 Hz) using a third order Butterworth filter. The resulting smoothed firing rate traces were used to construct a cross-correlogram from each motor unit pair with the largest correlation coefficient within ±100 ms of zero lag taken as the CDI. The CDI is therefore a number between −1 and 1 with 1 indicating perfect correlation and 0 representing no correlation between the spike firing rates. The key aspects of this calculation are presented in Fig. 1 (A–C). A depicts a short time span (10 s) of discriminated action potentials for a motor unit pair. Following conversion of spike trains to smoothed firing rate traces (Fig. 1B), it is evident that the two motor units show common fluctuations in mean firing rate. The extent to which motor unit firing rates are similarly modulated by synaptic input is reflected in the cross-correlation of their smoothed firing rate traces, calculated over the entire recording duration (Fig. 1C). The cross-correlogram shows a peak of 0.76, which is the CDI. CDI values were compared across experimental groups using a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests used for pairwise comparisons.

Short-term synchrony

Short-term synchrony refers to the tendency of single motor units to fire simultaneously more often than expected by chance. The increased probability of synchronous firing occurs when motor neurons share a physical connection to a common presynaptic source (Datta and Stephens 1990; Sears and Stagg 1976). We quantified the magnitude of short-term synchrony by calculating the K′ index, which is a ratio expressing the number of synchronous spikes relative to the number expected by chance (Ellaway and Murthy 1985). Figure 1D demonstrates several aspects of the calculation. The spike times were used to construct a cross-correlation histogram (Fig. 1D, bottom, bin size = 1 ms, lags = ±100 ms). A peak-region (vertical dashed lines) was identified using the cumulative sum derivative (Ellaway 1978) of the cross-correlation histogram (Fig. 1D, top). The borders of the peak-region were identified as the points at which the cumulative sum derivative trace exceeded 10 and 90% of the difference between its maximum and minimum values (Schmied et al. 1993). Histogram bins falling within the peak region are taken to represent synchronous spiking. The mean and SD of the off-peak bin counts (i.e., the region outside the ±40 ms range) were used to estimate the level of synchronous firing attributable to chance (Keen and Fuglevand 2004). The K′ index was then calculated by dividing the average count in the peak region by that of the off-peak region. The average spike count in the peak region was then compared with chance using the mean and SD of off-peak bin counts (z-score). If the level of synchronous activity did not exceed chance (z-score < 1.64, translating to a one-tailed P value < 0.05), K′ was re-calculated using a fixed peak-region of 11 ms centered at zero lag (Semmler and Nordstrom 1995). As with the common drive analysis, K′ values were compared across experimental groups using a Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post hoc tests used for pairwise comparisons.

Coherence

Different synaptic inputs impinging onto a MN pool vary in regard to their frequency composition. Coherence analysis is a frequency domain technique that can reveal distinct oscillatory drives to MN pools using pairs of simultaneously recorded motor units (e.g., Farmer et al. 1993; Rosenberg et al. 1989). This method produces a coefficient between 0 and 1 that describes the correlation between the spike trains at each frequency. Here we converted raw spike times into impulse trains (sampling frequency = 1,000 Hz), and coherence was calculated with Matlab’s mscohere function using un-weighted, nonoverlapping data segments 2,048 ms in length. This yielded coherence estimates at a frequency resolution of 0.49 Hz. The significance of coherence was assessed by determining the 95% confidence level for each motor unit pair according to the equation 1 − 0.05[^1/z], where N is the number of disjoint data segments used in the analysis (Carter 1987; Rosenberg et al. 1989). Figure 1E shows the coherence analysis of the same motor unit pair as shown in A. The horizontal line marks the 95% confidence limit. This motor unit pair shows significantly correlated activity at frequencies up to ~10 Hz.

Two methods were used to assess coherence across experimental conditions. First, the number of motor unit pairs exhibiting significant coherence at a given frequency was determined for each experimental group. Fisher’s exact test was then used to compare these numbers across groups. Second, we compared coherence magnitudes. To facilitate this type of comparison, coherence values (C) were normalized using Fisher’s transform ([z = atanh(sqrt(C))], where N is the number of segments used in determining the initial coherence estimates. A two-tailed unequal variance t-test was then used to compare the transformed coherence values across groups at every frequency ≤ 500 Hz. The average within-group coherence for each frequency was calculated by re-transforming the weighted mean of Fisher’s z-scores.

RESULTS

A total of 91 motor unit pairs were recorded. The average single motor unit firing rate was 18.8 ± 4.3 Hz. Table 1 shows the mean ± SD of CDI and K′ values grouped according to experimental condition. Also shown in Table 1 are the numbers of motor unit pairs recorded in each location and task.
Common drive

The results of the common drive analysis are summarized in Fig. 2A. The box- and-whisker plots show the median (midline), inter-quartile range (box and whiskers), and outliers (plus signs) of the CDI values calculated for motor unit pairs within each experimental condition. Common drive values did vary significantly across experimental groups ($P < 0.001$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). More specifically, motor unit pairs recorded unilaterally in the tongue protrusion task had substantially higher levels of common drive than the other experimental conditions, which were not significantly different from each other. The influence of volitional input on common drive seems to be reflected only in motor unit pairs located within the same belly of the GG.

Short-term synchrony

Figure 2B shows box-and-whisker plots summarizing the distribution of $K'$ values calculated from motor unit pairs in each experimental condition. No motor unit pairs showed significant short-term synchrony in the rest breathing task, whereas seven motor unit pairs showed significant synchronization in the tongue protrusion task. All seven pairs showing significant synchronization were recorded from unilateral sites and had peak widths $<10$ ms. $K'$ values generally were small but varied significantly across groups ($P = 0.007$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). The effect of task on short-term synchrony became most apparent when recording location was ignored and motor unit pairs recorded in protrusion were compared unilaterally in the tongue protrusion task had substantially higher levels of common drive than the other experimental conditions, which were not significantly different from each other. The influence of volitional input on common drive seems to be reflected only in motor unit pairs located within the same belly of the GG.

### Table 1. Common drive index (CDI) and short-term synchrony $K'$ measures across experimental conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>CDI</th>
<th>$K'$</th>
<th>No. of pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protrusion</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>0.63 ± 0.22</td>
<td>1.18 ± 0.28</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.17</td>
<td>1.06 ± 0.06</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rest breathing</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
<td>0.46 ± 0.19</td>
<td>1.03 ± 0.05</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.23</td>
<td>1.01 ± 0.05</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unilateral recordings taken during volitional tongue protrusion have the largest common drive and short-term synchrony measures.
with those recorded in rest breathing. Tongue protrusion was associated with larger $K'$ values, and although the magnitude of this difference was small, it was strongly significant ($P < 0.001$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). In fact, the $K'$ values in the protrusion task remained significantly larger than those of rest breathing even after all large $K'$ values ($z > 1.64$) were excluded from the data set ($P = 0.017$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). In contrast, there was no significant difference in $K'$ values across recording locations (uni- vs. bilateral) when task was ignored ($P = 0.205$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA). To rule out any effects that firing rate may have had on these results, we calculated the geometric mean firing rate for each MU pair and found no difference across tasks ($P = 0.06$, t-test), and no correlation between firing rate and $K'$ values in general (Pearson’s $r = -0.17$, $P = 0.115$). Importantly, recording durations were no different for each task ($P = 0.096$, t-test).

Comparing common drive and short-term synchrony across all recorded motor unit pairs, we found a significant correlation between $K'$ and CDI values (Pearson’s $r = 0.38$, $P < 0.001$). In contrast to the short-term synchrony analysis, when CDI values were grouped by task (ignoring recording location), no significant effect of task was found ($P = 0.14$, Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA).

Coherence

Coherence was analyzed in two ways, first we assessed the proportion of motor unit pairs within each group that showed significant coherence, and second, we assessed coherence magnitudes directly.

The results of the first analysis are depicted in the top two panels of Fig. 3, which show the proportion of motor unit pairs having significant coherence at each frequency. A compares unilateral motor unit pairs recorded in tongue protrusion (black) and rest breathing (gray), and C compares bilateral motor unit pairs recorded in tongue protrusion (black) and rest breathing (gray). The histograms in A and C were tested for statistical differences at each frequency using Fisher’s exact test. The resulting $P$ values are plotted for each frequency below the coherence histograms. Because frequencies above $\sim 50$ Hz showed no relevant effects (in either type of analysis), we have displayed frequencies $\leq 50$ Hz in Fig. 3. There was evidence of significant coherence for frequencies $< 2.0$ Hz in the majority of recordings. At higher frequencies (up to $\sim 10$ Hz), motor unit pairs recorded unilaterally during tongue protrusion showed significant coherence more often than any other group, all of which had similar coherence profiles to each other.

The outcome of the second analysis is shown in $B$ and $D$, which compare average coherence magnitudes as a function of recording location and condition. Again results of the statistical comparison between the groups (t-test) at each frequency are plotted at the bottom of $B$ and $D$. Similar to the proportion analysis, coherence at frequencies up to $\sim 10$ Hz was strongest on average in motor unit pairs recorded unilaterally in the tongue protrusion condition. The average coherence profiles of all other groups were very similar to each other.

DISCUSSION

We explored synaptic drives associated with voluntary and involuntary control of the human tongue. The influence of synaptic drive onto a motor neuron pool can be evaluated in terms of concurrent fluctuations in motor unit firing rates, simultaneous spiking, and correlated oscillatory activity. Accordingly, we measured common drive, short-term synchrony, and coherence between simultaneously recorded GG motor units in rest breathing and tongue protrusion.

Common drive

Common drive has primarily been studied in hand muscles during isometric contractions (De Luca and Mambrito 1987;
De Luca et al. 1982, 2009; Erim et al. 1999; Garland and Miles 1997; Kamen et al. 1992; Marsden et al. 1999; Negro et al. 2009; Sauvage et al. 2006; Semmler and Nordstrom 1995, 1998; Semmler et al. 1997), where typical CDI values fall between 0.4 and 0.6. Although the absolute level of force does not appear to affect common drive (De Luca et al. 1982; Erim et al. 1999), common fluctuations in mean firing rate are thought to underlie fluctuations in force output (De Luca et al. 1982; reviewed in De Luca 1985). In general, the strength of common drive declines in tasks which require fine motor control, whereas gross motor activities are associated with stronger common drive values. For example, common drive values for motor units of the first dorsal interosseus muscle are larger after cerebellar stroke (Sauvage et al. 2006) and reduced in skilled musicians (Semmler and Nordstrom 1998). Consistent with this general idea are findings that common drive is typically greater in muscles with lower spindle density, i.e., with less proprioceptive feedback (De Luca et al. 2009; Kamen et al. 1992), in fatigued muscles (Contessa et al. 2009), in trunk muscles when used for postural control (Mochizuki et al. 2006), and across synergist muscle/motor unit pools (De Luca and Mambrito 1987; Marsden et al. 1999).

In the present study, we were able to investigate levels of common drive in a muscle which fulfills a respiratory postural role (i.e., related to airway patency) and yet is subject to a high degree of volitional control by the motor cortex. Conveniently, we were able to probe the distribution of common drive to unilateral or bilateral hypoglossal nuclei because right and left sides of the GG are controlled from the ipsilateral HMN (Snell 1980). Our findings confirmed our initial prediction that in rest breathing, the magnitude of common drive would be of equal strength for motor unit pairs recorded within and across bellies of the GG. In unilateral recordings, the most extreme difference between tongue protrusion and rest breathing was at 3 Hz for both types of analyses.

De Luca et al. 1982, 2009; Erim et al. 1999; Garland and Miles 1997; Kamen et al. 1992; Marsden et al. 1999; Negro et al. 2009; Sauvage et al. 2006; Semmler and Nordstrom 1995, 1998; Semmler et al. 1997), where typical CDI values fall between 0.4 and 0.6. Although the absolute level of force does not appear to affect common drive (De Luca et al. 1982; Erim et al. 1999), common fluctuations in mean firing rate are thought to underlie fluctuations in force output (De Luca et al. 1982; reviewed in De Luca 1985). In general, the strength of common drive declines in tasks which require fine motor control, whereas gross motor activities are associated with stronger common drive values. For example, common drive values for motor units of the first dorsal interosseus muscle are larger after cerebellar stroke (Sauvage et al. 2006) and reduced in skilled musicians (Semmler and Nordstrom 1998). Consistent with this general idea are findings that common drive is typically greater in muscles with lower spindle density, i.e., with less proprioceptive feedback (De Luca et al. 2009; Kamen et al. 1992), in fatigued muscles (Contessa et al. 2009), in trunk muscles when used for postural control (Mochizuki et al. 2006), and across synergist muscle/motor unit pools (De Luca and Mambrito 1987; Marsden et al. 1999).

In the present study, we were able to investigate levels of common drive in a muscle which fulfills a respiratory postural role (i.e., related to airway patency) and yet is subject to a high degree of volitional control by the motor cortex. Conveniently, we were able to probe the distribution of common drive to unilateral or bilateral hypoglossal nuclei because right and left sides of the GG are controlled from the ipsilateral HMN (Snell 1980). Our findings confirmed our initial prediction that in rest breathing, the magnitude of common drive would be of equal strength for motor unit pairs recorded within and across bellies of the GG. The actual CDI values were fairly strong, comparable with what the above-cited studies recorded for finger muscles under volitional control.

Because cortical projections to GG motor units are primarily unilateral, we predicted that levels of common drive would be greater for uni- versus bilateral recording locations. Our findings confirmed this prediction. Interestingly, during tongue protrusion, CDI values differed from those recorded during rest breathing only in unilaterally recorded motor units. The lack of any detectable effect of tongue protrusion on CDI values measured from bilaterally recorded motor unit pairs could indicate that cortical premotor activity is not temporally cor-
related across hemispheres (at least within the frequency range measured by the CDI). An additional consideration is that cortical input to the two HMN may still be subject to slightly different local processing within each individual HMN and that such processing might de-correlate the final motor outputs.

Short-term synchrony

The extent of short-term synchronization among motor neurons is affected by the density of their premotor inputs (Lemon 1993) as well as factors that modify the overall influence of those projections on the final output of the motor neuron pool. For example, factors such as task (Adams et al. 1989; Brenner et al. 1991) or attention (Schmied et al. 2000) can affect short-term synchrony. Like common drive, short-term synchrony has been found in synergist muscle/motor unit pairs (Powers et al. 1989); however, in studies where proprioceptive feedback or fatigue altered common drive, synchrony remained unchanged (Contessa et al. 2009; Garland and Miles 1997). Thus while common drive and short-term synchrony can be correlated (Semmler et al. 1997), they do not appear to arise from the same source (Negro et al. 2009; Semmler et al. 1997). Our observations are in agreement with these previous findings, as CDI and K values were moderately correlated but not necessarily predictive of one another.

We expected that in rest breathing, when the GG acts to maintain airway tone, we would observe similar levels of short-term synchrony in uni- and bilateral motor unit pairs. Our data confirmed this prediction; however, it is worth noting the complete absence of short-term synchrony in either uni- or bilateral motor unit pairs. This indicates that, of the motor neurons that are active during rest breathing, few share premotor axon branches the input of which is strong enough to evoke simultaneous spiking. The implication that individual motor neurons may respond weakly to involuntary drive is supported by previous findings that whole muscle EMG recordings from the GG reaches only 20–25% of its maximum inducible level when respiratory drive is high, as in exercise (Williams et al. 2000), airway obstruction (McGinley et al. 2008), and hypercapnia (Richardson and Bailey 2010). Further, a relative weakness of respiratory drive compared with direct cortical input could explain why common modulation of firing rates, as measured by the common drive index and coherence, was larger in the protrusion condition compared with rest breathing.

All motor unit pairs that showed significant levels of short-term synchrony were recorded unilaterally during the protrusion task. The fact that significant levels of short-term synchrony were only observed in unilateral motor unit pairs appears to reflect the unilateral nature of cortical projections to the HMN (Haerer 1992; Snell 1980). Ignoring recording location, motor unit pairs had slightly larger K values in the tongue protrusion condition than the rest breathing condition, even when all significantly large K values were excluded from the data set. This implies a weak bilateral effect of cortical drive on short-term synchrony in addition to the stronger unilateral effect. Aside from shared axonal input, synchronization in the activity of premotor neurons can increase the probability of simultaneous spiking (i.e., higher K values) between motor neurons (Kirkwood et al. 1982; McAuley et al. 1997; Murthey and Fetz 1996). We did not observe the characteristic broad peaks or fast oscillations that are associated with premotor synchronization (Kirkwood et al. 1982). Another way in which cortical drive may have slightly increased synchronous firing in bilateral motor unit pairs arises from the anatomy of HMN motor neurons themselves. Motor neurons may extend their dendrites from one HMN to the other (Altschuler et al. 1994) and therefore receive cortical input projected onto the opposite HMN. If such connections were rare or weak, their influence on short-term synchrony could remain undetectable at the level of individual motor unit pairs while still influencing group comparisons.

Coherence

We used coherence to identify oscillatory drives descending on the HMN pool (Farmer et al. 1993; Rosenberg et al. 1989). The physiological interpretation of coherence varies depending on frequency (for reviews, see Brown 2000; Grosse et al. 2002). For example, coherence in the range of 1–5 Hz describes the same phenomenon that is measured by the common drive index (Myers et al. 2004). Coherent activity at frequencies between 6 and 12 Hz may reflect a distinct type of drive (Erimaki and Christakos 1999, 2008) associated with movement (Kakuda et al. 1999; Vallbo and Wessberg 1993), feedback from muscle spindles (Erimaki and Christakos 2008), or force-tremor (Marsden et al. 2001). Finally, coherence in beta (15–30 Hz) and gamma (30–60 Hz) frequency bands is associated with short-term synchrony (Farmer et al. 1993, 1997; Halliday et al. 1999; Kilner et al. 2002; Lowery et al. 2007; Moritz et al. 2005; Semmler et al. 2002, 2004).

We found significant coherence at frequencies under ~2 Hz in nearly all GG motor unit pairs recorded. The fact that coherence in this range did not require cortical drive is in agreement with previous findings that motor unit firing rates remain coherent at these (low) frequencies even following capsular stroke (Farmer et al. 1993). At higher frequencies covered by time-domain common drive measures (typically up to ~5 Hz), unilateral motor unit pairs recorded during tongue protrusion showed the strongest coherence, similar to the results obtained when using CDI as the measure of common firing rate modulation. The agreement of time domain (CDI) and frequency domain (coherence) measures of common firing rate modulation suggest that this is a robust feature of GG motor unit activity and one that is particularly responsive to cortical input. Also in the tongue protrusion task, there was increased coherence in the 6–10 Hz range. In our study, subjects did not perform dynamic tongue movements, but we cannot rule out a possible association with tremor or feedback. Because activity in the 6–10 Hz range is well below the average firing rate of GG motor units (~20 Hz), coherence in this range may simply represent an extension of lower frequency common drive rather than a distinct type of input. Coherence >10 Hz was rare, but there may have been some small task-related differences in both uni- and bilateral motor unit pairs at higher frequencies. Although simulation studies (Lowery et al. 2007; Moritz et al. 2005) and experimental findings (Farmer et al. 1993, 1997; Halliday et al. 1999; Kilner et al. 2002; Semmler et al. 2002, 2004) indicate a close connection between short-term synchronization and coherence in the beta and gamma frequency ranges, we found the K’
index to be far more sensitive as a measure of short-term synchrony than high-frequency coherence.

In addition to characterizing descending drives onto the HMN, our results provide a starting point for more detailed investigations, particularly within a volitional framework (e.g., breath control, speech vs. nonspeech movement), and in clinical populations (e.g., tremor, stuttering). Further, motor unit coordination within the right and left bellies of the GG during speech or speech-like movement may reflect the lateralization of cortical activity associated with control of speech-related muscles (e.g., Simonyan et al. 2009; Sowman et al. 2009). Respiration-related control of the HMN may be further probed by experimentally manipulating inspired gas composition or airway resistance. Finally, it would be informative to compare common modulation of GM motor units to other muscles of the tongue, which do not play a central role in airway maintenance, and the motor units of which receive bilateral input from the motor cortex.

Overall, we found that in motor unit pairs recorded from the GG, coordination of spike timing and firing rates characterize a unilateral cortical input to the HMN in tongue protrusion, whereas a bilaterally distributed common drive characterizes synaptic input to the HMN in rest breathing. These results provide a basis for further investigation of synaptic drive onto the HMN through measures of motor unit coordination and suggest that the HMN may be a particularly useful target of such study given the diversity and experimental manipulability of its inputs.
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